
Hurricane Ian—A Gray Sky Response
Providing insurers with the largest aerial imagery 
collection for this event

Imagery is available in GIC’s web-based Viewer, partner platforms, 
via APIs, and Image Services for ArcGIS.

Hurricane Ian made landfall in southwest Florida on September 28, 2022, as a Category 4 storm. The GIC was 
prepared to collect and capture one of the biggest storms on record, even before Ian hit land. This report 
highlights the preparation and response to this historic storm, resulting in the largest aerial imagery collection of 
Hurricane Ian and damage assessment information on millions of buildings. 

Preparation & Planes At The Ready
The GIC is no stranger to disasters; it’s been collecting 
them since 2017 with Hurricane Harvey in Texas.  
But long before a major event hits, weather is 
monitored continuously to track the potential for a 
Gray Sky response. As Hurricane Ian gained strength  
in the central Caribbean, multiple planes were 
stationed outside of Florida, ready to be activated 
when safe to do so.

Activation of Gray Sky Response
Once Ian hit Florida and began to move inland, the 
fleet of aircraft were activated, waiting as weather 
cleared to get up in the sky and begin collection. 
Less than 24 hours after first landfall, multiple planes 
were up in the air, beginning to capture the hardest 
hit areas such as Fort Myers and Naples. The map 
on the right shows the entirety of the 44,000 square 
kilometers collected post-event (more than 25%  
of Florida).
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The initial collection was processed quickly through the GIC’s world-class processing pipeline, delivering high-
resolution aerial imagery to GIC members and emergency managers as soon as possible. The first published 
images, both ortho and oblique, were a small glimpse into the vast devastation on the ground, helping provide 
needed remote assessment, especially in areas where roads no longer existed or were blocked by debris. Imagery 
publication continued daily for several days, ensuring needed areas requested by our GIC members were collected.

Oblique Imagery
Oblique imagery was collected in the major impact zones. It helps elevate the review on a home or building as 
insurers can virtually tour a property from all sides, reducing the need to send an adjuster out into the field.

Oblique imagery collected at 7.5cm resolution; Ortho at 10cm resolution

https://vimeo.com/756913511/d03a4b08e7


Before and After Comparison
What’s already in the GIC’s imagery library? The entire state of Florida, both urban and rural locations. This Blue 
Sky historical imagery helps members make trusted comparisons against the recent Gray Sky imagery collection. 
And because it’s also timestamped, members can validate claims much quicker and reduce the occurrence of 
fraudulent claims.

Before After

Damage Assessment for 3.6 Million Buildings
The considerable size and scope of destruction left by Hurricane Ian presents a heavy workload for our insurer 
members. To speed up the review process, Damage Assessment uses machine learning to automatically generate 
catastrophe analytics on Gray Sky imagery. Damage Assessment effectively changes the way our members see and 
understand a storm’s impact.



Operations partner:

Blue Sky
Footprint area: 526.7 m2

Roof condition: 5/5
Roof material: metal
Roof discoloration: 0%
Roof shape: gable
Roof solar: no
Tree cover over roof: 0%
Defensible space report:

Damage Assessment
CAT Score: 50/100
Roof structure damage: 1.4%
Roof missing material: 0.2%
Tarp covering roof: 0%
Debris on roof: 0%
Roof discoloration after damage: 0.07%
Approximate FEMA classification: FEMA 3

Trees 
0–5 ft: 0% 
0–30 ft: 14% 
0–100 ft: 14% 
0–200 ft: 0% 

Buildings 
0–5 ft: 0% 
0–30 ft: 5% 
0–100 ft: 13% 
0–200 ft: 0%

Property Level Analysis of Damage 
This level of analysis lends itself to shortening the claims process by visually identifying the hardest hit homes or 
buildings in an impact zone. Members can then compare their PIFs against this data to pinpoint those customers 
in greatest need and proactively begin the claims process.

Enhancing The Policy Life Cycle
GIC imagery provides multiple opportunities for insurers to improve their workflows, across the entire policy life 
cycle. With the GIC’s historical imagery and Gray Sky collections, our members can:

• Complete a remote assessment of a property without needing to set foot on the ground
• Support a more accurate, reliable claims process using trusted ground truth
• Use Oblique imagery to virtually tour and inspect a property to validate a claim and weed out fraud
• Evaluate the damage to a given area to improve underwriting for future policies
• Enhance risk analysis by updating catastrophe models following a major storm

VIDEO: See a small overview of Hurricane Ian’s impact at gic.org/ian-video

If you would like more information about 
the GIC, its Gray Sky program, or its suite of 
products, please visit gic.org to learn more.
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